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The Maze Runner meets Scott Westerfeld in the second novel in this gripping and romantic YA series about
teens abducted from Earth by an otherworldly race—from Megan Shepherd, the acclaimed author of the
Madman’s Daughter series.

They’ve left the cage—but they’re not free yet.

After their failed escape attempt, Cora, Lucky, and Mali have been demoted to the lowest level of human
captives and placed in a safari-themed environment called the Hunt, along with wild animals and other
human outcasts. They must serve new Kindred masters—Cora as a lounge singer, Lucky as an animal
wrangler, and Mali as a safari guide—and follow new rules or face dangerous consequences. Meanwhile,
Nok and Rolf have been moved into an enormous dollhouse, observed around the clock by Kindred scientists
interested in Nok’s pregnancy. And Leon, the only one who successfully escaped, has teamed up with
villainous Mosca black-market traders.

The former inhabitants of the Cage are threatened on all fronts—and maybe worst of all, one of the Hunt’s
Kindred safari guests begins to play a twisted game of cat and mouse with Cora. Separated and constantly
under watch, she and the others must struggle to stay alive, never mind find a way back to each other. When
Cassian secretly offers to train Cora to develop her psychic abilities—to prove the worthiness of humanity in
a series of tests called the Gauntlet—she’ll have to decide fast if she dares to trust the Kindred who betrayed
her, or if she can forge her own way to freedom.
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From reader reviews:

Rene Pina:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to find out everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim as well as goal; it means that guide has
different type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They can be reading
whatever they acquire because their hobby is reading a book. Why not the person who don't like studying a
book? Sometime, individual feel need book if they found difficult problem or perhaps exercise. Well,
probably you should have this The Hunt (Cage).

Edith Stewart:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them family or
their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching TV, or playing
video games all day long. If you wish to try to find a new activity here is look different you can read a book.
It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book which you read you can spent all day every day to reading
a guide. The book The Hunt (Cage) it is quite good to read. There are a lot of those who recommended this
book. These people were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not have enough space to develop
this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book from the smart phone.
The price is not to cover but this book provides high quality.

Sergio Espinoza:

That book can make you to feel relax. This book The Hunt (Cage) was colourful and of course has pictures
on the website. As we know that book The Hunt (Cage) has many kinds or category. Start from kids until
teens. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and think you are the character on
there. Therefore not at all of book are generally make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and chill
out. Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading that.

Brandi Johnson:

A lot of book has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by world wide web on social media.
You can choose the very best book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It
is known as of book The Hunt (Cage). Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it
can add your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most important that, you must aware about
reserve. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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